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System action and user interaction in a 3D application can take many forms. Actions
are automatic manipulations of an object or the view by the system, such as turning
an object in a preview or blinking the eyes on an avatar to make it seem more lifelike.
Actions are also called animations, where objects in the scene appear to move of their
own volition. With actions the user is a passive observer; there is no two-way dialogue
between the system and the user as in interaction. With interaction the user’s involve-
ment is usually direct and explicit, such as in-scene mouseover feedback and object
dragging. Actions and interactions can occur in the 3D scene as well as outside of it,
in the 2D area surrounding the 3D display in the application’s window frame. With
Java 3D the focus is on in-scene activities, which is the subject of this chapter. Associ-
ations between Java 3D and out-of-scene interaction will be covered in chapter 14.

This chapter and the next roughly divide Java 3D actions and interactions into
spatial transformations, object picking, and behaviors. Spatial transformations are the
basis for all geometric manipulation of objects and views in the virtual world; object
picking identifies what the user is pointing to in the scene; and, behaviors, as embod-
ied by the Behavior class, are the basis for Java 3D event handling, especially collision
and change detection.

All of these capabilities play (or should play) major roles in UI work. Unfortu-
nately, picking and colliding in particular are rather poorly documented and loosely
defined in the API specification. This, together with the fact that source code is not
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240 CHAPTER 13 ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS

included with Java 3D means that a lot of the details about these areas can be obtained
only through a process of trial and error. Rather than ignore these important UI capa-
bilities or to only treat them lightly, I’ve chosen to dig into the details, so be warned.
Any details covered here about these subjects could easily change with future releases
of Java 3D.

13.1 SPATIAL TRANSFORMS

Any time the system slides an object in the scene or rotates one, either as a result of a
programmed action or a user interaction, a TransformGroup group node is likely to
be involved. This node, together with its associate, the Transform3D class, is at the
heart of all geometric manipulation in Java 3D. Being a group node, it can have child
nodes; but its distinction among group nodes is that any change to its Transform3D
component object influences the geometry of its child nodes, as a group. For exam-
ple, specifying a 10-meter shift in a TransformGroup node would cause its child
objects, as a group, to move 10 meters relative to the node. If the node’s parent was
itself a TransformGroup node with a 10-meter translation in the same direction, then
the net result on the child objects would be a 20-meter translation—the combination
of the two translations.

Although the framework in the next part of the book uses spatial transforms
extensively, it does so in a manner that does not lend itself to nice, clean code samples.
The details of why this is so will be left for the discussions in part 4 about the frame-
work. For now, code fragments at the end of this section will illustrate how to use
TransformGroup and Transform3D in some practical UI situations. If you are curious
and can’t wait until the next part, spatial transformation in the form of generalized
actuation and actuators can be found in the j3dui.control.actuators package
in the framework.

13.1.1 Local coordinates

Another way of looking at a TransformGroup node is that each one defines a local 3D
coordinate system inside the virtual world space, and its child nodes live within this
local space. As the local space is moved, rotated, and stretched by the host node’s
transform, so too are the child nodes. The implication of nesting transform groups in
the scene graph is that their coordinate systems become nested. For example, causing
a transform node that is high up in the scene graph to perform a rotation has the
effect of rotating the local space of its children and, correspondingly, that of any
lower-level nodes. Any visible leaf node descendants in these nested coordinate sys-
tems, high or low, will also appear to rotate. This is shown in figure 13.1 where three
north-pointing arrow shapes are placed under three different groups, each with a dif-
ferent local coordinate space. The bottommost shape receives the combined effects of
the 90-degree rotations from its parent and grandparent TransformGroup nodes,
with a combined rotation of 180 degrees as seen by the user.
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13.1.2 Transform3D

The Transform3D class represents a generalized geometric transform that is repre-
sented internally by a 4x4 matrix. The transform method applies the
transformation to a data point or vector, in essence transforming the entity from one
coordinate system to another. The other methods provided by Transform3D allow
access to the state of the transformation in many different ways, both as a matrix and

Figure 13.1 The effects of local space transformations in the scene graph are cumulative 

when viewed as a whole in the world space.
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as individual transformation components—translation, rotation, and scale. As a
matrix, transformations can be added, multiplied, normalized, transposed, and
inverted. As transformation components, translation, rotation, and scaling can be set
individually and in combination. Most of the methods also come in different versions
for different parameter types—float and double.

There is some symmetry and consistency among the methods, but they are far
from complete. Some of the transformation component methods affect only a portion
of the transformation, preserving the rest of it. Others reset the complete transforma-
tion and then set the component. For example, setRotation(AxisAngle4d) and
setRotation(Quat4d) preserve the original non-rotational portions of the trans-
formation, but setEuler(Vector3d), which sets the transform’s rotation using
Euler angles, does not. And, although there are methods for setting the rotation as an
axis-angle, a quaternion, or as Euler angles, the only get method for rotation is for a
quaternion. (Note that AxisAngle4d provides a set method for Quat4d, which in
a round-about way allows the rotation component of a Transform3D to be converted
into an AxisAngle4d.)`

Matrix multiplication
Multiplying transforms together concatenates and combines their individual effects.
This offers an alternative to nesting transform nodes in order to achieve complex
transformations. For example, to achieve the 180-degree rotation described in the
previous section, the two transforms with 90-degree rotations could be multiplied
together and the resulting transform applied to the bottommost shape. The order in
which the transforms are multiplied is significant. To reproduce the effect of nested
transforms in a scene graph, start with the topmost transform, multiply it by the
transform corresponding to the next lower transform in the graph, and repeat the
process while accumulating the transform until the bottommost transform is reached.
In general, using nested transforms is easier to conceive but multiplying transforms is
often easier to implement because fewer scene graph elements are involved.

A situation where transform multiplication is superior to nested transforms is
incremental updates to an object’s geometry. For example, if an existing object in the
scene graph needs to be rotated 90 degrees relative to its last transformation—rotation,
translation, or scale—having nesting transforms wouldn’t help. Instead, the transform
in the transform group that performed the operation could be read, multiplied with
a transform representing a 90-degree rotation, and the result written back to the trans-
form group. Both the SMTransformGroupPlugin and MMTransformGroupPlugin
classes in the framework’s j3dui.control.actuators package use this form of
incremental update.
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Access by value
Access to the Transform3D component object in a TransformGroup is strictly by
value and not by reference. When the transform in a TransformGroup object is set or
gotten, the Transform3D value is copied instead of the reference to the value being
transferred. This means that each time you want to change an object’s position or
rotation you have to create a new Transform3D object or modify a previously created
one, and then explicitly set it in the target TransformGroup; you can’t simply associ-
ate the two objects and then just update the Transform3D. This can be an inconve-
nience at times, and beginners can easily forget to do it.

Point versus vector
There are quite a few transform methods associated with Transform3D, but the
main distinction among them is between transforming points and transforming vec-
tors. When a point is transformed, in essence, the full transformation is applied, with
the position of the point being re-interpreted in a different and possibly translated,
rotated, and scaled space. When a vector is transformed, the transformation is inter-
preted differently: Only rotation and scale are applied because translation of a vector,
which by definition defines only direction and magnitude, doesn’t mean a whole lot.
The distinction between these two forms of transformation, which is actually defined
by the data being transformed and not the transformation itself, can be subtle but
important. Transforming a ray is a different matter, but a ray isn’t a primitive element
defined by the javax.vecmath package or handled directly by Transform3D.

13.1.3 getLocalToVworld

Whether nested in the scene graph or concatenated through multiplication, the com-
posite transformation of a node can sometimes be difficult to track, especially if
changes to the transform chain in the scene graph can be made by different parts of
the application at the same time. To address this problem, Java 3D imbues all scene
graph nodes with the ability to divulge their absolute geometry in the virtual world.
The getLocalToVworld method of the Node class allows you to obtain a
Transform3D defining how to convert from the node’s local space to that of the vir-
tual world, which works no matter how nested or concatenated an object’s transfor-
mation is. Note that for a transform group node, its getLocalToVworld method
returns the transform for the space in which the node itself lives, not that of its chil-
dren. In other words, the transform state of a TransformGroup node has no effect on
the transform returned by its getLocalToVworld method.

The local-to-Vworld transform has many uses. It can be used to determine the
absolute world position of a shape object’s vertex, or to determine the direction of for-
ward in the world relative to a view object. For example, in first-person navigation,
movement of the user’s view occurs relative to the view. To correctly move the view
in the world, you have to be able to interpret local view-relative control inputs such
as forward, right, and left, into absolute movements in the world space. To move the
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view forward by 10 meters you would start with a 10-meter long vector pointing
straight ahead in the view’s local coordinate system, which would correspond to a vec-
tor of (0, 0, −10). Using the ViewPlatform object’s local-to-Vworld transform, you
would translate this locally defined vector into an absolute world direction and mag-
nitude. Multiplying the transform defining the world position of the view by the trans-
formed vector concatenates the two transforms into one, which has the effect of
moving the view forward by 10 meters relative to the view’s current position. This
example is illustrated in the following code fragment:

// create the world space

VirtualUniverse universe = new VirtualUniverse();
Locale locale = new Locale(universe);

BranchGroup root = new BranchGroup();
locale.addBranchGraph(root);

// create the view space
ViewPlatform view = new ViewPlatform();

…

// build a view actuator

/// create a view actuator and add the view to it
TransformGroup actuator = new TransformGroup();

actuator.addChild(view);

/// add the view actuator to the world's root node

root.addChild(actuator);

// arbitrarily manipulate the view using its actuator

…

// move the view forward relative to itself by 10 meters

Vector3d forward = new Vector3d(0, 0, -10);

/// get the view's local transform

Transform3D xform = new Transform3D();
view.getLocalToVworld(xform);

/// transform the forward vector from local to world space
xform.transform(forward);

/// get the current view actuator state
Transform3D current = new Transform3D();

actuator.getTransform(current);

/// apply the change vector to the view actuator state

Transform3D change = new Transform3D();
change.set(forward);

current.mul(change);

/// don't forget to set the new transform

actuator.setTransform(current);
…
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In case you are wondering what the difference is between the // and /// comments,
this is a convention used to indicate levels or nesting of comments and associated
code functionality. If you read the top-level // comments and skip the code and
lower-level comments you should get a pretty good overview of what is going on. The
lower-level /// comments within a given top-level comment section provide  details
about the code and its functionality.

13.1.4 Inverse getLocalToVworld

Situations can arise where you need the Vworld-to-local transform, instead of the
local-to-Vworld transform returned by a node. In such case, you can use the
inverse method of Transform3D to convert the transform. Because this situation
comes up fairly often when performing in-scene manipulation and the pseudo-
overlay visualization techniques, it is worth exploring this subject in more detail.

For example, using world-relative mapping (WRM) control you may want to slide
a desk in a room toward a window, which is north of the desk. Normally, the world-
relative output from the WRM technique would be used to manipulate the desk’s
“actuator” transform group directly. If, however, the desk is a member of a group, such
as in a suite of furniture, then the group itself is likely to have an actuator transform
allowing the group as a whole to slide and rotate. Because the desk’s actuator is not in
the world space but in the local space of the group, you can’t simply apply the world-
relative movement from WRM to the desk’s actuator. Instead, you have to first convert
the world-relative movement, a vector pointing north, into a group-relative move-
ment. This requires getting the desk actuator’s local-to-Vworld transform, inverting it
into a Vworld-to-local transform, and transforming the north-pointing vector with it.
The result is a north-pointing vector expressed in terms of the desk actuator’s local
space, which is defined by the group’s actuator. Because the coordinate space of the
vector and the desk’s actuator now match, they can be multiplied together to update
the desk actuator’s transform state while leaving the rest of the group alone. 

The following code fragment illustrates the salient points of this example:

// build a desk and group with actuators

/// create the desk object
MyDesk desk = new MyDesk();

/// create a desk actuator and add the desk to it

TransformGroup deskAct = new TransformGroup();
deskAct.addChild(desk);

/// create a group actuator and add the desk actuator to it

TransformGroup groupAct = new TransformGroup();
groupAct.addChild(deskAct);

/// add the desk to the world's root node
root.addChild(groupAct);
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// arbitrarily manipulate the group and desk

…

// move the desk north in the world by 10 meters
Vector3d northward = new Vector3d(0, 0, -10);

/// get the desk actuator's local transform

Transform3D xform = new Transform3D();
deskAct.getLocalToVworld(xform);

/// transform the northward vector from world to local space

xform.invert();

xform.transform(northward);

/// get the current desk actuator state

Transform3D current = new Transform3D();
deskAct.getTransform(current);

/// apply the change vector to the desk actuator state

Transform3D change = new Transform3D();
change.set(northward);

current.mul(change);

/// don't forget to set the new transform
deskAct.setTransform(current);

13.1.5 Local-to-local

The most general case of coordinate-space transformation, conversion is needed to
go from one local space to another. A simple example would be DRM control of a
target object in a group, where display-relative local space inputs are translated into
their world-relative equivalents, which are then converted for use in the local space of
the target object actuator. To perform this two-legged coordinate-space transforma-
tion, imagine combining the two previous coding examples into one, with the first
half going from local to world space, and the second half going from world to local
space. Generalized versions of local-to-local transformation—from a source space to
a target space—are provided by the j3dui.control.mappers.Mapper.

toTargetSpace methods in the UI framework. One method is for point transfor-
mation and the other is for vectors.

13.2 OBJECT PICKING
Although spatial transformation plays a leading role in UI development, it is played
out mostly behind the scenes. Object picking also plays a leading role, but it is posi-
tioned center stage in full view of the user right under his mouse’s nose. Any time
mouseover feedback is generated in the scene or a drag operation is performed, picking
is required, whether it is for first-, second-, or third-person control, or for navigation
or manipulation. In a POCS, 3D UI, picking is the process of translating the 2D mouse
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position on the display screen into an in-scene object selection, a hit, and optionally
the 3D position of the hit on the object. The process requires casting a ray into the
scene through the mouse position and determining which objects, if any, are hit.

Picking can serve other needs besides those in the UI, and Java 3D can support
them. In situations where the application needs to determine the relationship among
objects in the scene, ray-based picking can determine the objects that lie in a particular
direction and their distance. Such in-scene picking can be used in active relational
feedback, such as limiting the length of a skirt to the nearest underlying object or mea-
suring the distance between two objects like a tape measure. Other forms of in-scene
picking might use a volume instead of a ray, such as to determine which objects are
nearest the target object. Variations of volume-based picking could be used to deter-
mine the approximate visibility of an object in the scene, which is needed because Java
3D provides no native capability for this sometimes-essential operation. The following
discussion will focus on ray-based UI object picking, but keep in mind that the same
basic operation is useful for many other 3D application needs.

13.2.1 Picking overview

Picking, in Java 3D, is a process supported by a number of cooperating classes. There
is no single “pick” class, method, or event trigger for the general case. Picking occurs
in several stages, with the earlier stages getting you close, and the later stages provid-
ing spatial precision to the hit determination. The following is an overview of the full
precision process, which is the one that best supports the UI techniques described in
this book.

• Throw a pick ray from the user’s virtual eyeball, through the mouse position in
the view’s display plane, and on into the scene. This is shown in figure 13.2.

• Intersect the pick ray with the bounds surrounding the shape objects (leaf scene
graph nodes) in the scene, sorting the hits from closest to farthest.

• Test each hit candidate, starting with the closest, for intersection between the pick ray
and the candidate’s actual geometric shape (defined by a geometry array).

• If no shape is hit, or the hit object owning the shape is not a designated target
object, quit the process without a real hit.

• Determine the hit point on the hit object using the distance of the hit ray to the
point of intersection.

The picking process and the issues surrounding it can be technical. You may want
to refer back to this list and to figure 13.2 occasionally to maintain your bearings as
you read through the following sections.

13.2.2 Picking quality

Java 3D offers the designer plenty of features and flexibility for performing object
picking. Translating this from marketing to engineering terms, you as a designer have
some serious tradeoffs to make that affect the quality and performance of picking. As
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with many aspects of UI design, one principle reigns supreme: Picking needs to be
precise enough to maintain an intuitive WYSIWYG effect, but not so much so that
poor performance rates make it unusable. Before diving into the details of the Java 3D
picking process, let’s consider some of the picking quality issues.

Continuous versus discrete picking
In general, object picking occurs continuously. As the mouse moves, the pick status is
continuously updated. Continuous picking is the basis of mouseover feedback, such as
for interaction highlighting, and world-relative control inputs, such as during a WRM
drag. A more restrictive form of mouse picking performs hit testing only when a
mouse button is pressed or released. Such discrete picking is often used in 3D applica-
tions because it is easier to implement and much less demanding on the designer and
the system. It is also generally inferior to continuous picking because any feedback it
provides to the user occurs after the fact; by the time the user presses the mouse but-
ton to attempt a drag, any feedback the pick provides is too late to be of much bene-
fit. For example, the object may not be draggable, in which case the user’s drag action
is simply wasted effort; or the drag operation may be the wrong kind, in which case
the user is required to undo it, which can interrupt the user’s task and concentration.
Discrete picking is also incapable of providing feedback during a drag, such as for
WRM control or highlighting of drag-and-drop targets.

Discrete picking is the form provided by the Sun utilities. The UI framework,
on the other hand, uses continuous picking throughout, but it pays a price for such

Figure 13.2 The pick ray starts at the eye position and projects through the mouse 

cursor into the scene.
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extravagance. Unlike earlier 3D platforms such as VRML, Java 3D does not seem very
well tuned for continuous precision picking. Part of this may be the efficiency of
Sun’s implementation, but a more significant factor seems to be the Java virtual
machine’s garbage collector (GC), which causes moving objects to stutter during
intensely interactive operations, such as continuous picking. Still, the advantages of
continuous picking are many and its performance with Java and Java 3D can only
improve with future releases.

In part 4, discrete picking is first demonstrated in the OverEnabling example in
section 19.1.4, and continuous picking is first demonstrated in the MultiShaping
example in section 20.1.6.

Geometry versus bounds picking
As mentioned in the picking overview previously, Java 3D offers two levels of spatial
precision in its picking process. The first level performs hit testing against the geo-
metric bounds associated with the eligible target shapes, and the second level uses
shape geometry intersection. Bounds-based picking is generally faster but can be
imprecise, depending on how close the fit is between the bounds and the shape of its
host leaf node. The speedup difference between the two is noticeable, especially if
large numbers of eligible targets are in the scene, although GC stutter is still an issue.

Geometry picking assures the highest quality of picking. With it, what the user
sees, the user gets—precisely. With bounds picking the user can place the cursor over
an object to start a drag only to have another object highlight and move. Such behavior
in the UI is unexpected, confusing, and definitely not intuitive. As such, the frame-
work uses a slightly watered-down version of full-precision geometry picking, exclu-
sively, and pays the price in performance. As with continuous picking, the hope is that
future releases of Java 3D will offer picking that is better tuned for high quality use.

13.2.3 Picking model

As already mentioned, picking in Java 3D is a diffuse process. It is spread over a num-
ber of cooperating classes and capabilities. This section will attempt to bring some
structure to the picking process by identifying and organizing key concepts and enti-
ties. Such a model for picking can help to integrate and explain its details, and help
you to make design decisions.

By exposing such a diffuse process for such an important capability as picking,
Java 3D allows plenty of opportunity for fine-tuning—or does it? For the kinds of
techniques presented in this book, which stress high-quality intuitive user interfaces,
the flexibility offered by the API is of limited use because most of it concerns obtaining
faster but less precise results. Also, it seems that exposing so many of the intermediate
stages of the picking process in the API would interfere with the optimization of the
full, high-precision picking process, which should be a top priority in next-generation
3D applications.
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In any case, picking is important, and understanding how the API supports it is
crucial if you will be doing any interactive UI code development. In the UI framework,
most of the picking process and several of its variations are gathered in the j3dui.con-
trol.mappers.PickEngine class. The heart of the process starts with the method pick-
TargetFair, and the full precision portion of it uses the pickTargetGeometry
method. The Sun utilities also support picking, but their emphasis is on discrete pick-
ing under controlled circumstances. Also, the documentation is slim when it comes
to integrating the details, describing the model, and explaining the choices made.

Pick targets
Because of the complexity of the picking process, we need to refer to two different lev-
els of target entities that are involved. The low level target, or shape target, is the one
determined directly by the Java 3D picking apparatus. Bounds and geometry intersec-
tion only work on leaf nodes, specifically ones with a geometric shape such as
Shape3D and Morph, hence the name “shape target.” The high-level target, the object
target, is the one in which the application is really interested. It may be a shape leaf
node, but typically it is a group node high up in the scene graph that represents some
complex object, such as a desk, possibly made up of nested components, such as a desk
top, two sides, and a set of drawers. Ultimately, objects and their components are com-
prised of individual leaf nodes defining actual geometric shapes—the shape targets.

Shape pickability
Shape leaf nodes have an attribute called pickability, which is not shared by group
nodes because they are not pickable, at least not directly. A leaf shape node can only
be picked in a bounds intersection if it is pickable. The API provides the Node.set-
Pickable method, which sets or resets the pickability of a leaf shape or, if used on a
group node, the pickability of all the group’s descendant leaf shapes. Leaf shape nodes
are pickable by default. One odd feature of pickability is that if you directly set a leaf
shape’s pickability to false, to make it pickable again you have to explicitly set it; you
can’t use an ancestral group node to do it. Because the API seems focused on picking
shape targets, you may be wondering how to get some useful work out of it, such as
picking an object target.

Pick reporting
To perform object target picking you must use a capability called pick reporting,
which is a capability that is separate from the pickability of a shape target. The result
of a shape target bounds intersection is returned in a SceneGraphPath object. This
object includes the shape target and possibly the scene graph path leading to it. For a
group node above the shape target to appear in the SceneGraphPath result, the
group’s Node.ENABLE_PICK_REPORTING capability must be set. By default, pick
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reporting is disabled. It is important to note that pick reporting applies only to group
nodes; the leaf shape node will always be reported in the SceneGraphPath result.

The key concept here is that, although picking can occur only on leaf shape
nodes, any group nodes in the path leading to a shape target can also be reported in
the bounds hit result. One approach for translating the result’s shape target hit into
an object target hit is efficient, but can be used only if certain conditions are met. If
the application has the good fortune to have only group node object targets, and if it
has the agility to enable pick reporting only on the object targets under the pick root
in which it is interested, and if the object targets are not themselves nested, then any
SceneGraphPath shape target that is hit will contain a single group node, which is the
object target containing (or sharing) the shape target.

If those conditions cannot be met or an application doesn’t care to deal with set-
ting and resetting capability bits throughout the scene graph, there is an alternative
approach, which uses an explicit object target list. The reporting capability is set on
all of the nodes under the pick root, and, a list is kept that identifies the object targets
in which the application is currently interested in being able to pick. When a bounds
pick hit occurs, the SceneGraphPath nodes, including the shape target, are compared
against the object target list and, if a target is found, it becomes an object target hit.
Although a bit less efficient than relying solely on pick reporting to determine the
object target, the target list approach affords a large degree of flexibility and requires
a lot less finesse in setting up the scene graph. This is the approach used by the frame-
work. The target list is established using the j3dui.control.mappers.Pick-
Engine.setTargets method, and it can be seen in use in the pickTarget and
findHitTarget methods.

Pick ray
Rather than limiting picking to using only a ray, Java 3D allows the operation to use a
number of different picking shapes. The PickShape class serves as a base class for all
picking shapes, which include points, rays, line segments, and any shape based on a
Bounds object, which includes spheres, boxes, and polytopes. Future releases promise
to add cone and cylinder pick shapes. For UI work, ray-based picking is good for pick-
ing polygonal shapes, but can prove difficult to use if attempting to pick individual
vertices or edges on an object. A better picking shape for these situations would be one
with a non-zero cross section, such as a long skinny box or one of the future shapes.

Regardless of the pick shape used, you still have to figure out how to position and
orient it in the virtual world. For mouse-based UI picking, the shape needs to be ray-
like with an origin position and a vector direction. The origin is set to the position of
the user’s eyeball in the world space, which is typically the view position; and the direc-
tion is set such that the ray projects through the position of the mouse cursor in the
view’s display plane. This arrangement was shown in figure 13.2.

In Java 3D, computing the ray geometry is easier said and illustrated than done.
Depending on how the view model is configured, the eye position may not be exactly
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where the view is located. Also, the eye and mouse cursor positions are returned rel-
ative to the “image plate” space, which corresponds to the 3D view space, not the
world space. To use these positions you have to first spatially transform them from
local to world space. This is shown in the code sample below, which assumes perspec-
tive projection, and in a more generalized form in the framework utility method
j3dui.control.mappers.Mapper.buildPickRay.

Canvas3D canvas;

int mouseX, mouseY;
…

Point3d rayOrg = new Point3d();

Vector3d rayDir = new Vector3d ();

// get the eye position in view space
Point3d eyePos = new Point3d();

canvas.getCenterEyeInImagePlate(eyePos);

// translate the mouse canvas position to view space
Point3d mousePos = new Point3d();

canvas.getPixelLocationInImagePlate(
 mouseX, mouseY, mousePos);

// get the view-to-world transform

Transform3D xform = new Transform3D();
canvas.getImagePlateToVworld(xform);

// transform eye and mouse from view to world space

xform.transform(eyePos);
xform.transform(mousePos);

// save the world pick ray origin

rayOrg.set(eyePos);

// build the world pick ray direction
rayDir.sub(mousePos, rayOrg);

rayDir.normalize();

To build a pick ray object, you use the computed ray origin and direction as parame-
ters in the PickRay constructor. If, instead, you want to use a bounds shape for the
picking ray, you have to first construct the bounds shape, then spatially transform it
to the correct world position and orientation, and then use it to construct a Pick-
Bounds object.

Pick root
Bounds intersection, which is the low precision and first portion of the picking pro-
cess, is performed relative to a pick root node in the scene graph. The operation itself
is executed using one of the pick methods in the Locale or BranchGroup classes,
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which limits your candidates for pick root in the scene graph to being one of these
types. Your pick root choice is important because only the leaf shape nodes under the
root will be considered. Also, the fewer nodes, especially pickable leaf nodes, that you
have under the pick root, the better the overall picking performance will be.

Bounds intersection
Bounds intersection is low precision and is performed using one of the pick methods
in the pick root object. These methods take a PickShape object as a parameter. Your
choice of pick method determines how thoroughly Java 3D will search the pick root
subgraph and how the hit results will be sorted. The methods pickAll, pick-
AllSorted, and pickClosest perform an exhaustive search of the subgraph for
shape target hits, whereas the pickAny method searches only until the first one is
found. As their names indicate, pickAny and pickClosest return a single
SceneGraphPath hit result, which may be null if no shape target was hit, and pick-
All and pickAllSorted return an array of hits, which could be null.

If all you are interested in is low-precision bounds picking, then pickClosest
will probably do, which returns the single closest hit. The closest hit is the one that
the user sees as being immediately under the cursor (or should be under the cursor but
may not be because of the imprecision of bounds-based picking). In figure 13.2 the
closest hit would be the jet object, as shown. If, however, you need high-precision
geometry picking, then pickAll or pickAllSorted is needed. The pickAll
returns all the hits—the ship, the truck, and the jet—and pickAllSorted returns
them sorted closest to farthest—jet, then ship, then truck.

The following code fragment shows a simple example of how to use pick-
AllSorted for bounds intersection as the first stage in picking, and to combine it
with geometry intersection and hit point determination in the second stage, which will
be covered next. The pick ray origin and direction are obtained as described in the pre-
vious code sample.

// establish pick root

BranchGroup root;
…

// build pick ray

/// compute ray parameters from eye and mouse position
Point3d rayOrg = new Point3d();

Vector3d rayDir = new Vector3d ();
…

/// build pick ray object from ray origin and direction

PickRay ray = new PickRay(rayOrg, rayDir);

// throw the pick ray into the scene at all the leaf shape

// nodes under the pick root
SceneGraphPath paths[] = root.pickAllSorted(ray);
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if(paths==null) {
System.out.println("no hits");

} else {
// shape target bounds were hit, check for real hits

for(int hitI=0; hitI<paths.length; hitI++) {
System.out.println("hit [" + hitI+ "]=" + paths[hitI]);

// intersect pick ray with shape target geometry

Node shape = paths[hitI].getObject();

double dist[] = {0.0};
boolean isRealHit = ((Shape3D) shape).intersect(

 paths[hitI], ray, dist);

if(isRealHit) {
// compute hit point from hit distance and pick ray

Point3d point = new Point3d();
point.scaleAdd(dist[0], rayDir, rayOrg);

System.out.println("  real hit at " + point);

}
}

}

Geometry intersection
The second portion of the overall picking process is geometry intersection, which pro-
vides high precision picking by determining whether or not the pick shape actually
intersected the hit node’s geometry and not just its bounds. It is performed using one
of the intersect methods on the hit leaf nodes returned by the bounds, picking
process. These methods take the pick shape and the hit’s scene graph path as parame-
ters. Conveniently, bounds intersection returns only leaf nodes containing shape
geometry, which are the only types of leaf nodes capable of performing geometry inter-
section. This was shown in the previous code sample. Note, however, that the shape
was assumed to be a Shape3D object, but in general it could also be a Morph object.

One of the intersect methods takes a PickShape object as its parameter. The
other one takes only a PickRay object, but returns the hit distance. Thus, you have
to choose between using a general purpose pick shape, and determining the 3D hit
point. Neither bounds nor geometry intersection depends on the direction of the
shape’s surface normals. This may seem like a non sequitur, but not if you are trying
to perform picking while looking through a backward facing shape, such as an invisible
wall in a room. Although the shape is invisible, it can still be picked, and will be if it
is a shape leaf under the pick root that is pickable.

In order for a node’s intersect method to work, the Geometry.
ALLOW_INTERSECT capability bit must be set on it’s geometry component object.
Unlike pick reporting, however, there is no setIntersectable method in the API;
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so, you must either set it in every shape leaf that you create and want to pick, or recur-
sively walk the scene graph and set it. The methods in the framework utility class
j3dui.utils.PickUtils should help with the latter approach.

Pick closest or all
Earlier it was mentioned that pickAll or pickAllSorted would be needed to
perform bounds picking if geometry intersection were to follow. For the highest
quality picking, the pickAll method should be used, and the hit that is closest as
determined by its intersect method hit distance would be deemed the closest hit.
This form of picking is also the slowest because all the bounds hits must be inter-
sected for geometry. A much faster but slightly less precise approach is to use the
pickAllSorted method and stop checking the bounds hit list when the first
geometry intersection is found. This compromise approach is used in the frame-
work, which can be seen in the j3dui.control.mappers.PickEngine.pick-
TargetGeometry method.

At this point in the picking process, what you have found is the closest shape tar-
get whose geometry intersects the pick shape. What you really want, however, is the
object target that was hit. As described above under pick reporting, if you took the
pains to set up the scene graph properly then the single group node in the hit shape’s
SceneGraphPath object is the hit object. If not, then you will need to test the hit
shape’s scene graph path nodes to see if any match the object targets in the target list.
If a shape hit is found but it doesn’t contain an object hit, you can either quit (because
the closest object under the cursor was not a designated target object), or you can keep
looking. For direct manipulation, you probably want to quit if the object that the user
sees and is trying to drag is not an object target. For WRM, however, you probably
want to ignore all non-object target hits and, instead, keep hit testing until you find
the first (closest) valid target object that is hit.

13.3 BEHAVIORS

The Java 3D model for detecting and reacting to system events is based on the Behav-
ior class, which is a scene graph leaf node. It forms the basis for detecting object inter-
actions, such as collisions, and for performing automatically generated actions, such
as animations. It can also be used for accepting user inputs, such as from the mouse
and keyboard.

13.3.1 The behavior model

In concept, the behavior model is quite simple. When a Behavior object becomes
live in the scene graph, its initialize method is called, and when an event
occurs, the Java 3D scheduler calls the object’s processStimulus method. To per-
form an action or interaction, you extend the Behavior class or one of its derivatives,
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and override the initialize and processStimulus methods. Sounds easy,
right? Of course the devil and a whole lot more are in the details.

Activation
For a behavior to fire, two conditions must be met: The behavior must be active and
its wakeup conditions must be satisfied. You may remember from the earlier discus-
sion on node bounds that one type was called the scheduling bounds. This is the kind
of bounds that is associated with Behavior nodes. A behavior is only active if the acti-
vation volume associated with a ViewingPlatform object intersects its scheduling
bounds. The intent of this spatial enabling scheme is to conserve system resources
and thereby improve performance by enabling behaviors only when they are needed,
which is presumably when the view is around to see them. If you want the behavior
to be active all the time, construct a spherical scheduling bounds with an infinite
radius. If you want all behaviors to be active all the time, set the view’s activation vol-
ume to infinite radius. Because the default bounds for a behavior is null, you have to
set it for the behavior to work.

Wakeup
An active behavior means only that it is receptive to receiving stimuli from the sys-
tem. For the behavior to fire, its wakeup criteria must be met, which are set with its
protected wakeupOn method. Behavior firing is a one-shot process. Setting the
wakeup conditions cocks the trigger. When all the wakeup criteria are met, the sys-
tem pulls the trigger by calling the processStimulus method, and the behavior is
expended. A behavior can’t fire unless wakeup conditions have first been set, which is
typically done as part of the initialize method; and it won’t fire again unless you
re-cock its trigger by setting its wakeup conditions again, as part of the process-
Stimulus method. Although this seems complicated, it is actually quite easy to do
and allows the behavior to change its wakeup criteria between firings.

Conditions
Specifying a behavior’s wakeup criteria and checking them in the process-
Stimulus method can be confusing to the beginner because of the somewhat
ambiguously named classes involved and the possibly nested data structures defin-
ing the criteria. Wakeup conditions are set using a WakeupCondition object in
the wakeupOn method. Subclasses of WakeupCondition include the WakeupCrite-
rion class and several other classes for building boolean combinations of conditions,
such as the WakeupAnd and WakeupOrOfAnds class. This is a classic use of the
composite pattern, with the boolean condition classes serving as group nodes in a
condition tree, and the criteria subclasses serving as the leaves. When the behavior
fires, its processStimulus method is called with an enumeration object listing
the wakeup criteria that caused the triggering. Some criteria subclasses, such as
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WakeupOnAWTEvent, contain event elements. Thus, you may find yourself having
to dig through an enumeration of arrays to get to the triggering events.

Criteria
Java 3D provides quite a wide variety of wakeup criteria from which to choose,
including behavior activation and deactivation, AWT events, collision between
objects, a transform change, elapsed time, elapsed number of display frames, a man-
ual event posting, and more. AWT events, collisions, and event posting will be cov-
ered in detail in the following sections.

The breadth and depth of behaviors and their wakeup criteria offer a lot of poten-
tially useful functionality that can be employed in 3D UI implementation. Unfortu-
nately, at the time of this writing, serious bugs in a number of the behavior criteria,
especially the collision and posting criteria, prevent their widespread use in the UI
framework (and the need for a few rather unsightly hacks). Some problems are
straightforward, and, thus fixes are promised in the next release; but others are more
subtle. One in particular is the synchronization of behavior event handling and the
rendering of any resulting scene graph changes, which will be discussed in a later sec-
tion. Nevertheless, once the kinks are worked out, behaviors should play a major role
in Java 3D UI development.

13.3.2 User inputs

One way to handle mouse and keyboard input is through the Java 3D event model,
using behaviors and the WakeupOnAWTEvent criterion class. Another way to handle
it is through the AWT event model, by creating AWT event listeners and registering
them with a view’s Canvas3D display, which is a subclass of an AWT Canvas. Going
the AWT event route may be a lot more familiar if you’ve done any Java UI program-
ming, and it is also simpler to implement. Using the AWT event model to handle
events that will likely affect the scene graph may not seem quite legitimate, but the
latest word from Sun is that it poses no problems (and in practice, it seems to be less
prone to bugs).

The UI framework uses mostly behaviors for its mouse and keyboard input sen-
sors, which can be found in the package j3dui.control.inputs.sensors. This
was a result of early concern about event synchronization. An example of using the
AWT event model can be found in the j3dui.control.inputs.sensors.AwtKeyboard-
ArrowSensor class, which was forced out of necessity due to a minor bug in how key
repeats are handled by behaviors.

If you do decide to use behaviors, keep in mind that the scheduling bounds size
is ignored and is assumed to be infinite. This is an undocumented but confirmed fea-
ture. Thus, if you have two separate views, each with its own behaviors for display
interaction, all behaviors associated will both displays will wake up when display inter-
action from a particular device type—mouse or keyboard—occurs. This is true
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regardless of the spatial separation of the views and no matter how small the schedul-
ing bounds are, as long as it is non-zero.

13.3.3 Interpolators

Automatically generated actions that occur over time, such as animations, are per-
formed using the Interpolator subclass of Behavior, which takes a single parameter in
its constructor, an Alpha object. Animations are useful in UI feedback to show transi-
tions and to draw the user’s attention. Each interpolator is capable of controlling a
specific kind of target object in a particular way, including color, transparency, posi-
tion, rotation, scale, and others. For example, the position, rotation, and scale inter-
polators all target a TransformGroup object, but each controls its Transform3D in a
particular manner. The Alpha object specifies how time is translated into a changing
and possibly repeating value between 0.0 and 1.0, which all interpolators use to drive
their target object from one action extreme to another, such as from 90 degrees to
180 degrees of rotation.

You can think of an interpolator as a control actuator whose input is time, and
only time. Interpolators do some nifty things and make it really easy to do constrained
spatial transforms and other actions. It’s too bad that Alpha wasn’t defined as an inter-
face; then, an interpolator could be used as a general purpose control actuator that
could be controlled by time, programmatic input, or even user interaction. This was
a major reason why the framework developed its own model for control actuators,
which is described in the next part of the book and embodied in the j3dui.con-
trol.actuators package.

13.3.4 Collision detection

The ability to detect collisions in the virtual world is an important building block for
some of the more advanced UI techniques, such as PTF, the walk-around navigation
technique, and active relational feedback. In all of these, the system is required to
detect the presence of objects in relation to some target object and to act accordingly.
Collision detection in its most general form can also serve as the basis for spatial
change detection, which is a basic requirement for PWO and other visualization tech-
niques, where view and object motion detection is required.

Collision behavior
The Java 3D collision model is built on the behavior model, and it folds in some of the
concepts established in the picking model. As in picking, geometry bounds are used,
and both bounds and geometry intersection are used. As you may recall from
chapter 11, collision bounds can also be used for colliding. Collision detection uses an
ordinary Behavior object, with special wakeup criteria for collisions that make it a col-
lision detector. Keep in mind that, because you are using a behavior, you still have to
view-activate it even though the collision you are trying to detect may have nothing to
do with the view. A scheduling bounds with infinite radius might come in handy.
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Collision criteria
The spatial conditions for performing the collision detection are established through
behavior wakeup criteria. The WakeupOnCollisionEntry and WakeupOnCol-
lisionExit criteria discretely detect when a collision condition begins and ends,
respectively. The WakeupOnCollisionMovement criterion continuously detects
when motion occurs between objects that are in collision. The constructors for all
three of these criteria are the same. They allow a single collision arming object to be
specified. Unlike in picking, the arming object can be a leaf shape or a group node.
The constructor also lets you say whether you want collision detection to occur based
on bounds or geometry intersection, with the default being bounds colliding.

Collision targets
A collision event is triggered when the collision wakeup criteria occur with respect to
some triggering object, which can be the result of the triggering, the arming, or both
objects having moved. For an object to serve as a triggering target it must be set col-
lidable using the Node.setCollidable method. The collidable capability parallels
that for picking, even down to the “feature” where leaf shapes can be set noncollid-
able from a group, but they can only be set collidable from the leaf itself.

There are a number of inconsistencies in the collision model when you start com-
paring the arming object versus the triggering object. For example, although the arm-
ing object can be a leaf shape or a group node, the triggering object will always be a
leaf shape node. And, only triggering objects can be set collidable; arming objects are
always collidable.

Collision reporting
Collision uses a reporting scheme somewhat similar to that used for picking. Colli-
sions are reported for both the arming and triggering objects by means of
SceneGraphPath objects, which can be obtained from the behavior’s collision wakeup
criteria. Similar to picking, there is a Node.ENABLE_COLLISION_REPORTING
capability, which is separate from collidability. Note, however, that collision reporting
only works for the triggering object’s SceneGraphPath hit result; the one for the arm-
ing object will always contain just the arming object.

Collision dynamics
Both the collision enter and exit criteria exhibit a type of hysteresis effect where the
first triggering object will cause the behavior to fire, but a second triggering object
won’t cause the behavior to fire unless all triggering conditions have first been cleared.
For example, for a collision enter criterion, when an arming object encounters the
first triggering object, the behavior will fire. If while still colliding with the first
object, it encounters a second object, the second object will not cause the behavior to
fire a second time. To make the behavior fire again, the arming object has to first be
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clear of all other objects, whether triggering or not. The bottom line is that a given
collision detector can detect only a single collision at a time. This limitation is further
reinforced by the fact that the API returns only a single SceneGraphPath hit result,
not an array of them as in picking.

Because of what appears to be a serious bug in behavior scheduling involving
movement detection in general, the collision movement criterion doesn’t work. When
a collision occurs it fires continuously, whether or not there is movement. The impli-
cations of this on the framework are far-reaching, and this accounts for the reason that
behaviors aren’t generally used in it except for input sensors (and even then they are
not really needed).

Collision problems
Besides the problems already mentioned, there are a number of outright mysteries sur-
rounding collision. For example, if bounds colliding is specified, and the collision
bounds is set on the trigger object, then the collision bounds will be used, but only if it
is smaller than the automatically generated geometric bounds of the trigger shape.
With geometric colliding, sometimes the trigger and arming geometry is used, and
sometimes only the trigger’s geometry is used. Also, geometry colliding will sometimes
fail to work depending on the relative sizes of autocomputed bounds of the arming
and triggering shapes. More inconsistencies arise if a group is used for the arming
object instead of a leaf. Keep in mind that this information was obtained through
empirical evidence, and collision seems to be rather sensitive to how it is configured.

To say that collision and bounds have problems is an understatement. With the
inconsistencies and vagueness of the API concerning these two areas, the problems
described here concerning collision, and all the problems with setting and computing
geometry bounds, create a real mess. It is no small wonder that tutorials have tried to
steer clear of collision and even picking.

13.3.5 Change detection

Another low-level capability that is useful for UI work is change detection, which
includes both spatial and nonspatial changes in target objects. External and internal
geometry changes are needed for many of the visualization techniques. Nonspatial
changes, such as appearance, the addition or removal of child components, or even
application-defined changes such as selection and mouseover, are useful in coordinat-
ing object specification, configuration, and interaction states throughout the applica-
tion. Detection of changes is also useful in synchronizing user and programmatic-
initiated changes in the scene with renderer updates to the view display image.

Spatial changes
Detection of external geometry changes is a key aspect of the world overlay, display
facing, and constant size visualization techniques. These techniques generally require
immediate knowledge of any view and target object position and orientation changes.
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Collision movement detection, discussed above, is an example of continuous external
geometry change detection: Whenever a triggering object moves—translates or
rotates—its external motion would be reported. As discussed earlier for spatial trans-
forms, in Java 3D, external geometry changes are specified and reported through
Transform3D objects. You may also remember that picking and collision results are
provided in the form of SceneGraphPath objects. The API designers had the fore-
thought to include the local-to-vworld transform of the target object as part of the
SceneGraphPath class, which is obtained with the getTransform method.

Although many of the behavior criteria detect discrete movement, such as colli-
sion entry, the only one, other than collision movement, that detects continuous
motion is WakeupOnTransformChange. Given the problems with collision move-
ment detection and the collision model in general, you might think that it would be
a perfect alternative. Unfortunately, this criterion detects only geometry changes that
are local to its target TransformGroup object, specifically any changes to its
Transform3D component object. Such changes affect only the spatial geometry of its
child nodes as a whole, which are external to the children but internal to the target
group. Although such local motion detection is useful for certain situations, move-
ment of the transform group relative to the world space, as expressed by its local-to-
Vworld transform, is what is needed for the visualization techniques.

Although not much help in general purpose spatial change detection, Java 3D
provides a few behavior subclasses that incorporate change detection of external view
geometry, such as Billboard and LOD (level-of-detail). Keep in mind that if you are try-
ing to use such view dependent behaviors in a multi-view application that they will
work correctly only with a single designated view. The next release of Java 3D promises
to address this shortcoming. So, what does the framework do for general purpose spa-
tial change detection? The next section describes how to handle changes that are not
specifically covered by the API, as a developer’s means of last resort.

Nonspatial changes
Even if external geometry changes could be correctly detected, the visualization
techniques also require internal geometry change detection. They specifically need
to be notified of changes to the internal state of the view, display, and screen spaces,
which include such parameters as display size, field-of-view, view and display scale
factors, and screen resolution. Some of these could be handled as AWT events, such
as display window size, but there is no specific way to handle the other changes. The
same goes for nongeometric changes, such as an object’s appearance, constituent
members, and interaction state. To accommodate generic change detection and
notification, Java 3D provides a scheme for manually posting events to behaviors. To
use it, the application would explicitly detect a change, such as when the user inter-
acts with a virtual control or the application programmatically generates a change;
and post that change, such as a change in field-of-view, to interested target behav-
iors, such as a visualization technique.
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Behavior posting is handled through the WakeupOnBehaviorPost criterion,
which is constructed with a source Behavior object and an arbitrary post ID. When the
target behavior receives a post from the specified source behavior and/or with the spec-
ified post ID, it fires. A post is sent with the Behavior.postId method. Although
the assumption is that a post will be generated only by another behavior, situations can
arise outside of the behavior model that require a post, such as in response to a direct
AWT event. For such cases, a static version of the post method would be useful.

Unfortunately, there is a serious bug in behavior posting (confirmed by Sun) that
allows the target behavior to fire only once, with any subsequent postings to it being
ignored. This factor eliminated the final hope for using behaviors in the framework.
As an alternative, a nonbehavior form of posting had to be developed for the frame-
work, which is embodied in the j3dui.visualize.ChangePoster class. These and other
aspects of the framework are discussed in more detail in the next part of the book.

Update synchronization
Any time a visual change occurs to the scene graph or to the state of one of its nodes,
the change must be reflected in the view display. For this to happen, the Java 3D ren-
derer, which converts the 3D model represented by the scene graph into a 2D image in
the view display, must be notified of the change so that it can re-render the display.
Coupled with rendering update is the update to the scene graph itself. For all practical
purposes, in Java 3D, change notification to the renderer and commitment of changes
in the scene graph occur automatically; you as designer have no control over them.

The implications for change detection might seem subtle but the consequences
can be dramatic. For example, if the user turns a virtual knob on the display to rotate
the view of the scene, the following events would have to occur: The mouse drag
would be detected and a corresponding change to a transform group above the view
in the scene graph would be made. As a result of a scene graph node being changed,
the renderer would be notified automatically to update the display image. When the
image updates, the handling of the original event stimulus—the drag—is completed.
So far so good; but, what if you are using some visualization technique that depends
on knowing where the view is at all times, such as world overlay?

Expanding on the previous example, when the view’s transform group changes,
the world overlay handler must be notified that the view’s external geometry is chang-
ing. When it receives this change notification, it goes to the view object in the scene
graph and gets its local-to-Vworld spatial transform, which the overlay handler in turn
uses to update the overlay position of its target object. Java 3D’s update model is such
that, when a spatial transform is changed, even though the new state can be read back
immediately, it is not actually committed in the scene graph until the renderer starts
its display update. This means that when the overlay handler goes to get the view’s
local-to-Vworld transform, the wrong value is returned. This is because the view
movement won’t be committed until all scene graph changes are completed and the
renderer update begins.
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The bottom line is that secondary event handlers that query the scene graph
state, such as world overlay, could be working with old information. Any changes
they make to the scene graph will appear out of sync with the rest of the display
update—and the overlaid object will appear in the wrong place. There is no work-
around for this problem, and its effects can be seen plainly in the WorldOverlaying
example in section 21.2.4.

Update synchronization can be a hard problem to identify, especially because it
is only exposed in applications that are pushing the envelope, like the 3D techniques
described in this book. (I have always found it amusing that UI techniques are gener-
ally not recognized as pushing the implementation envelope, but they do because they
are so intimately tied to the platform’s event handling and nongeometric perfor-
mance.) It can be an even harder problem to solve, especially if you are also trying to
avoid event loops, which would be an even worse problem than out-of-date scene
graph information. Many graphics platforms have tried to tackle this problem and its
subtleties, and most have failed, Java 3D included. The next release of Java 3D prom-
ises to fix this problem. As the saying goes, hope for the best but prepare for the worst.

13.4 SUMMARY

For a 3D application, action and interaction are the lifeblood of its 3D UI. Without
spatial transforms, picking, and change detection, the virtual world would be a pretty
static place and the user would quickly become bored with the application. The
TransformGroup class and its closely associated Transform3D class form the basis for
all spatial manipulation. These classes, together with the getLocalToVworld
method of the Node class, are vital to many of the 3D techniques, such as DRM,
WRM, and world overlay. Picking in Java 3D is a rather decentralized process that
generally occurs in two stages, the first one getting you close and the second one add-
ing spatial precision. The behavior model, as embodied by the Behavior class, pro-
vides the basis for automatic actions (interpolators), collisions, and general change
detection in Java 3D.

As Java extensions go, Java 3D is still quite young, which is evident from the prob-
lems discussed here. Future releases will no doubt fix the bugs and even address some
of the API problems. Although one might question the specific approaches taken for
such critical UI functions as picking, collision, and event handling, Java 3D has defi-
nitely cut a wider swath through these important areas than in previous 3D platforms,
and offers the greatest potential for quality support of 3D user interfaces.
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